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**Brief Description:** This APS outlines the authorized personnel for purposes of Regent Law 14.B.6 – Exclusion of Persons from University Property.
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**Reason for Policy:** To implement Regent Law and clarify the specific individuals authorized under Regent Law to exclude persons from university property and that a delegation of this authority may be made.

---

**I. INTRODUCTION**

Regent Law 14.B.6 provides for the exclusion of persons from university property and sets forth requirements for the campuses to establish an appropriate campus procedure for hearing appeals from exclusion orders.

**II. POLICY STATEMENT**

The president and chancellors are the individuals authorized under Regent Law 14.B.6 to exclude persons from university property and may further delegate this authority.

**III. RELATED POLICIES, PROCEDURES, FORMS, GUIDELINES, AND OTHER RESOURCES**

Article 14.B.6, of the Laws of the Regents

**IV. HISTORY**

This revision replaces the original APS Delegation of Authority for Hearing on Exclusions from University Property issued on September 8, 1987.
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